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of becoming public, and then, as far as I am concerned, the
treaty is nullified." -2 Another difficulty was the fact that
the French Constitution did not permit the President of the
Republic to make secret treaties. There was recognized at
the very beginning of the negotiations, the "defect of our
[French] constitution, which, through fear lest the Execu-
tive shall be too strong, has deprived the Head of the State
of the essential prerogative of concluding treaties, and con-
sequently deprived our foreign policy of the advantages of
secrecy." 23 These two difficulties, as well as the essential
divergence of interests noted above, caused a further delay
of a year and a half.
Meanwhile, certain events took place which tended to
lessen the Tsar's scruples and his distrust of France, and
to increase his readiness to accept at last a binding agree-
ment, A new German Army Law of 1892 increased the
German forces by 60,000 men but reduced the term of
service in the infantry from three to two years. No settle-
ment had been reached in regard to a Russo-German com-
mercial treaty and a tariff war was being waged between the
two countries.24 The Siain crisis of July, 1893, which
brought France and England closer to war than was real-
ised at the time, showed that the French were ready to take
a stiff tone toward England, even in Asia, in a way which
Russia liked to see, especially as England seemed to be
drawing closer to the Triple Alliance. As a result, Alex-
ander III consented to return the Kronstadt compliments
by having the Russian Navy visit Toulon in October, 1893.
The Russian officers and men were feted with extraordinary
enthusiasm by the French both at Toulon and Paris. But
the Paris Press, at a wise hint from the French Govern-
ment, refrained from chauvinistic editorials and implica-
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